
The Best Features of Vivaldi, a New Customizable Web Browser for 

Power Users

Vivaldi is a new desktop web browser for Windows, Mac, and Linux, built primarily for people who like 

to customize their browser to the nth degree. After over a year in development, it’s finally launched 

version 1.0–but is Vivaldi any better than the browsers you already use, and should you switch to it?

Vivaldi was created by Vivaldi Technologies, a company run by the ex-CEO of Opera, Jón S. von 

Tetzchner. Opera lost a lot of its popular features when Opera Software transitioned from the Presto 

layout engine to the Blink web engine in 2013. Vivaldi aims to bring back those popular Opera features 

and to introduce new, innovative features to Opera’s original base of users.

We installed Vivaldi and tested out some of the main features the company claims set the browser 

apart. Here’s how they stack up against the two other power user browsers, Chrome and Firefox.

Customize Your New Tab Page with Speed Dial

There are several features in Vivaldi that make your web browsing experience more efficient. The Speed 

Dial from Opera is included in Vivaldi, with some improvements. You can now collect your speed dial 

websites into named groups as well as change the background on the Speed Dial page.
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Firefox used to have a similar feature in the form of tiles on the New Tab page, but now you need to 

install an add-on, called New Tab Override, to get this capability. Chrome saves the last eight websites 

you visited as thumbnails on the New Tab page, but you can’t customize the page with your own 

websites, so it’s not quite the same thing. However, you can install an extension, such as New Tab Page, 

in Chrome to obtain functionality similar to Vivaldi’s built-in Speed Dial.

Search for Anything with Quick Commands

If you like keyboard shortcuts, you’ll like Vivaldi’s Quick Commands feature. It allows you to search for 

just about anything in open tabs, bookmarks, browsing history, and settings simply by pressing F2. The 

Quick Commands dialog box also shows you keyboard shortcuts for commands.

I did not find any feature equivalent to Vivaldi’s Quick Commands in Firefox or Chrome, nor did I find any 

add-ons or extensions that provide that kind of functionality.

Customize Your Bookmarks

What would a browser be without bookmarks? Vivaldi includes a Bookmarks panel, as well as a 

      



What would a browser be without bookmarks? Vivaldi includes a Bookmarks panel, as well as a 

Bookmarks bar that can be activated in the settings (it does not display by default).

Vivaldi also provides a bookmark manager that allows you to easily add, delete, and organize 

bookmarks.

You can also import bookmarks from various other browsers, as well as bookmarks files. The options for 

what you can choose to import changes depending on which browser or type of bookmarks file you 

select. So, rest assured, if you switch to Vivaldi from a browser like Chrome or Firefox, or even Internet 

Explorer or Edge, you will be able to preserve your current collection of bookmarks.

      



However, the best bookmarks feature in Vivaldi is bookmark nicknames. You can assign a nickname to 

each bookmark, which you can then type in the address bar to quickly load that webpage.

      RELATED: How to Speed Up Web Browsing with Search & Bookmark Keywords

Most of this is pretty standard–Vivaldi’s bookmarks may open in a panel, rather than a new box or tab 

like Firefox and Chrome, but it’s not that mind-blowing of an improvement. The Keyword property for 

bookmarks in Firefox is similar to the bookmark nickname feature in Vivaldi as well. In Chrome, 

however, you’ll have to use a workaround to create keyword bookmarks.

“Dock” a Web Page to the Side with Web Panels

Web Panels allow you to display the mobile or desktop view or any webpage in a panel either on the left 

or right side of the browser window. Follow your social media accounts, read news, chat with your 

      



or right side of the browser window. Follow your social media accounts, read news, chat with your 

friends and family, all while browsing other sites separately in the main browser window. Note that this 

feature may not be as useful on smaller screens.

You can add a website to the web panel by clicking the plus sign on the panel toolbar on the left side of 

the browser window, or by right-clicking on a webpage and selecting “Add Page to Web Panel”.

You can adjust the size of the panel by holding the mouse over the border between the panel and the 

main site window and dragging until the panel is the size you want.

      



I couldn’t find any similar functionality to Vivaldi’s web panels in Firefox or Chrome, or any add-ons or 

extensions that would provide the web panels feature. If you know of a way to get something similar to 

web panels in Firefox or Chrome, let us know in the forum–otherwise, this is a pretty nice exclusive 

feature.

Manage Your Downloads

Just like Firefox and Chrome, you can access files you downloaded, remove downloaded files from the 

list (which does not delete the actual files), and clear the whole list. You can also retry or re-download 

any item in the list. There is nothing too special here.

Make Notes from Any Web Page

In addition to viewing your bookmarks, downloads, and webpages in the side panel, you can also create 

and store notes there. Notes can contain selected portions of webpages or your own typed thoughts. 

Notes can even contain screenshots of webpages and attached files. You create a note from content on 

a webpage by selecting the content, right-clicking on it, and selecting “Add Selection as New Note” from 

the popup menu.

      



The note is added to the list of Notes in the side panel and includes the URL of the webpage so you can 

quickly return to that page.

To create notes in Firefox, you’ll have to install an add-on, such as Notepad (QuickFox). In Chrome, you 

can install the Nimbus Notes extension to get the same functionality.

Stack Your Tabs to Reduce Clutter

I tend to open many tabs in a browser session, making it hard to find certain webpages I have open. The 

Quick Commands feature I mentioned earlier allows you to search through open tabs, so that can help 

      



Quick Commands feature I mentioned earlier allows you to search through open tabs, so that can help 

you find webpages. However, Vivaldi also allows you to stack tabs, reducing the amount of separate tabs 

on the tab bar. Simply drag one tab over another until the text on the other tab turns gray.

When you move your mouse over the stacked tabs, thumbnails of the webpages on those tabs display. 

Click on a thumbnail to go to that webpage.

Firefox used to have a tab groups (Panorama) feature, which was similar to stacking tabs in Vivaldi, but it 

was removed as of version 45. However, you can use an extension, such as Tab Groups, to group your 

tabs in Firefox. In Chrome, as well, you’ll have to use an extension, such as Group Your Tabs. But 

Vivaldi’s solution is awfully slick.

View Two Pages at Once with Tab Tiling

You can also view two or more page at once in Vivaldi using the tab tiling feature. You can display 

stacked tabs or single tabs you select side by side or in a grid layout. For example, you could tile a stack 

of tabs by right-clicking on the tab stack and selecting “Tile Tab Stack” from the popup menu.

      



By default, the webpages from the tab group or that you selected are displayed side by side.

NOTE: You can select multiple tabs using the “Shift” and “Ctrl” keys while clicking on tabs, the same way 

you would select multiple files in File Explorer (or Windows Explorer).

You can change the tiling pattern using the Page tiling button on the right side of the status bar at the 

bottom of the window.

      



bottom of the window.

Ctrl-F7 tiles all tabs to a grid•

Ctrl-F8 tiles all tabs horizontally•

Ctrl-F9 tiles all tabs vertically•

If you don’t have that may tabs open and you want to tile all of them, there are some useful shortcuts 

for doing that:

To tile tabs in Firefox or Chrome, you need to install an extension, such as Tile Tabs, which is available 

for both browsers. Of course, you can also make them separate windows and use Windows’ built-in 

Aero Snap feature to do something similar.

Save Memory by Hibernating Background Tabs

Do you have so many tabs open that Vivaldi is starting to get sluggish? There’s an easy solution to that. 

The Tab Hibernation feature in Vivaldi unloads sites on non-active tabs, but keeps the tabs open in the 

browser. This frees up resources used by the browser.

To put all your background tabs into hibernation, right-click on the active tab and select “Hibernate 

Background Tabs” from the popup menu. Your currently active tab stays active.

      



You can also hibernate individual tabs. To do this, right-click on the tab you want to hibernate and select 

“Hibernate Tab” from the popup menu.

Neither Firefox or Chrome seem to have a built-in tab hibernation feature, but you can install an add-on, 

such as UnlockTab in Firefox, or an extension, such as The Great Suspender, in Chrome, to accomplish 

the same thing.

View Thumbnail Previews of Open Tabs

Vivaldi offers a way to view a small version of the content of a tab (a thumbnail preview) without having 

to activate that tab. Simply move your mouse over the tab to see a thumbnail preview of the webpage 

on that tab. If you move your mouse over a set of stacked tabs, you’ll see thumbnail previews of all the 

webpages on those tabs.

If you want a static view of all the thumbnail previews of your tabs, move your mouse over the top 

border of the address bar until the cursor becomes a two-way arrow. Then, click and drag down on that 

border until you see the thumbnail previews of all your tabs display.

      



Manually Save Any Session for Later

The session management feature in Vivaldi allows you to easily save all your open tabs as a session that 

you can open at a later time, even after you close Vivaldi and reopen it. Simply select “Save Open Tabs 

as Session” from the “File” menu.

Firefox and Chrome can save your sessions automatically when you exit the browser, or open the 

browser on another computer. You can also save your session as a list of bookmarks, but it isn’t quite 

as dedicated a feature as it is in Vivaldi. Alternatively, in Chrome, you can install an extension, such as 

Session Buddy and in Firefox you can install an add-on, such as Session Manager.

Rewind and Fast Forward

You’re probably familiar with the Back and Forward buttons in your browser’s toolbar, but Vivaldi adds 

some useful Rewind and Fast Forward buttons as well, each with their own specific uses.

Rewind goes back to the first page you visited on that specific site. For example, say you arrived on a 

certain page on a site, maybe from a search. Then, you end up clicking link after link and now you want 

      



certain page on a site, maybe from a search. Then, you end up clicking link after link and now you want 

to get to the page you started on. In Vivaldi, simply click the “Rewind” button on the toolbar, and it’ll 

take you to the first page you visited on that domain.

Fast Forward is a little different: for any site that has multiple pages, it’ll navigate to the next page, 

without you having to find the link. So, you could click it to go to the next page of Google search results, 

or the next page of articles on blogs like How-To Geek, No matter where you are on the current page, 

you can just click this button for all sites that support fast forward navigation.

The Rewind and Fast Forward buttons can make navigation faster and more efficient. Neither Firefox or 

Chrome have these features and I did not find any add-ons or extensions that would fit the bill.

Add Any Site as a Custom Search Engine Instantly

Every browser has a search box, whether it be a separate one or one that’s integrated into the address 

bar. Most browsers also allow you to add multiple search engines and select a default one to use. 

However, Vivaldi makes this a little easier and more direct than Firefox and Chrome. You can add almost 

any search engine to the search box with just a right-click. For example, you can add How-To Geek as a 

search engine available on Vivaldi’s Search box. Simply, right-click in the Search box on the site you want 

to add as a search engine and select “Add as search engine” on the popup menu. That’s pretty 

      



to add as a search engine and select “Add as search engine” on the popup menu. That’s pretty 

convenient.

On the Add Search Engine dialog box, the URL for the site’s search engine is entered in the top edit box 

and the site’s URL displays in the edit box below that by default. However, you can replace that with a 

name for the site that will display on the list of search engines. You can also enter a nickname in the edit 

box bordered in blue on the image below. The nickname allows you to enter that followed by your 

search term in the address bar, in case you don’t want to change your current search engine at the time. 

For example, once I add How-To Geek to my list of search engines with a nickname of “htg”, I can enter 

something like “htg vivaldi” in the address bar to search for Vivaldi on How-To Geek.

To change the search box to use How-To Geek as the search engine, click the magnifying glass button on 

the Search box and select “HTG Search” (or whatever you named it) from the drop-down list.

      



Again, both Chrome and Firefox have similar features, but they take a bit more legwork to get to. Having 

that option in a right-click menu is a pretty nice little addition.

Customize the Look and Feel of a Website with Page Actions

Page Actions in Vivaldi allow you to make websites easier to read or to just make them display to suit 

your preferences. Click the “<>” icon on the status bar in the lower-right corner of the browser window. 

Select the check boxes for the filters you want to apply to the current website. Selected page actions 

apply to the webpage you’re currently viewing. So, you can apply different filters to different websites in 

the same browsing session.

Customize the Interface

There are a couple of interesting customization features in Vivaldi I’d like to point out. The User 

Interface Zoom setting in Vivaldi allows you to change the size of the browser interface elements, such 

as the icons, buttons, etc., without affecting the page zoom.

      



as the icons, buttons, etc., without affecting the page zoom.

You can change the color of the interface in Vivaldi, but what’s more interesting is you can have Vivaldi 

change the color of the interface to match the theme of the webpage currently being viewed. Just 

turn on the Use Page Theme Color in User Interface appearance setting. This makes the browser sort of 

blend in like a chameleon and allows you to concentrate on the content of the webpages you view.

Vivaldi allows full customization of keyboard shortcuts you can set up in the settings to control the 

whole browser.

      



Expand Vivaldi’s Usefulness with Extensions

Vivaldi does support Chrome extensions, just like Opera and many other Chromium-based browsers. 

However, not all extensions will work well and some may not work in Vivaldi at all, such as the very 

popular LastPass password manager. To install Chrome extensions in Vivaldi, go to Chrome’s extensions 

page, select an extension, and install it just as you would in Chrome.

Don’t be surprised if an extension you install causes Vivaldi to crash, however. That happened when I 

installed the Save to Pocket extension. I clicked the Save to Pocket button on the toolbar and Vivaldi 

spontaneously closed. Hopefully this will improve as Vivaldi matures, but–despite it officially 

“supporting” Chrome extensions–it doesn’t have nearly the widespread support that Chrome does.

      



If you want to remove an extension that didn’t work correctly, you can manage extensions by entering 

“vivaldi://extensions” (without the quotes) in the address bar. You’ll see an extension manager on the 

current tab that looks suspiciously like Chrome’s extension manager. Simply click the trash can icon next 

to the extension you want to remove and the extension is removed from Vivaldi. You can also disable 

extensions you don’t want to use.

These are just some of the features available in Vivaldi. There are a lot more ways to customize the 

browser and make your browsing experience more efficient. For a newly installed browser, it did not 

      



browser and make your browsing experience more efficient. For a newly installed browser, it did not 

open that quickly, but hopefully that will improve as they release updates. If you use many of the 

features, such as the panels and the tab tiling, the browser window can also get a bit too cluttered 

especially on smaller screens. However, you can enable and disable just about every feature in Vivaldi, 

so if you need to get a feature out of your way you can disable it, but be able to get it back later when 

you need it.

It has a lot of the same features as Chrome and Firefox, and most that it doesn’t have are available as 

extensions. Vivaldi’s main advantage is building those into the browser, and making them very easy and 

quick to use. It also has a lot of customization options (though probably not as many as Firefox, if you 

consider Firefox’s about:config abilities). However, Vivaldi’s support for extensions is still buggy. Even 

though Vivaldi has a lot of features and customizations, Chrome and Firefox’s extensions still provide 

access to a lot more, so it’s hard for Vivaldi to measure up to them in true power.

Overall, Vivaldi shows promise, even in its early stages, and I might just give it a spin for a while. But 

most power users won’t be giving up Firefox and Chrome just yet. Download Vivaldi, try it out, and let us 

know what you think.
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